
THE SPECIALISTS
Barber vs Berber Shave Off                       by Adam & Tony

Being of a ginger disposition I have avoided 
unnecessary face furniture for most of 
my adult life, however due to financial 
meltdown and for the purposes of EEL 
research I forsook overpriced razor blades for a 
month and decided to let nature run riot on my 
chin. 

After four weeks of itchiness I decided it was time 
to give up my earnest-looking whiskers. They had 
developed to such a stage of wiriness that it was 
definitely a job for a true Specialist. After inspecting 
barber shops from Stoke Newington to Liverpool 
St it was decided I should pay a visit to a Fancy 

Delancey establishment in 
the ‘ditch, whilst my fellow 
editor, (who was conducting 
a similar hirsute experiment) 
would venture into the 
less salubrious saloons and 
alleyways of Dalston.

I arrived bright and early at a 
well-turned-out establishment 
by the name of Murdocks. On 
entering I receive a cheery 
welcome from Brendan, the 

manager, and the two stylists, Martin and Raymond 
‘on the’ Batone a 20 year-old Essex mod of Sicilian 
descent who reckons to be the youngest wet-shave 
barber in London.

Martin thinks that men’s grooming is going to take 
off, “it’s easier than opening up a new women’s 
salon,” he argues. He is keen to find the right 
area for his own venture, “I want to find the new 
Shoreditch” (somewhere between Valhalla and 
Neasden I think) “all the City types are moving the 

creatives out of here. I’m looking for the next 
place coming up.”

Raymond would be giving me my shave, a craft he 
learned after defecting from women’s hairdressing 

at Vidal Sassoon to the more traditional world of 

male grooming. “Women’s hair has come to a bit of 
a full stop, men’s hair is more versatile, it’s all over 
the place” Robert informs me as he sets about 
working a up a lather. 

We discuss how in the fifteenth century barbers 
used to also pull teeth and I think about maybe 
getting him to look at my dodgy back molar after 
he has finished. 

I ask how a Murdock shave differs from a Turkish 
shave “I think you’ll find we use better products.” he 
declares confidently. All is very chatty and amiable 
though “the conversation usually dries up once you 
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